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Spotlight: How powerful institutions impact justice for victims  

Spotlight (2015) depicts the true events of reporters from the Boston Globe Newspaper (USA) 

who were responsible for uncovering widespread child sexual abuse within the Catholic 

Church. The main themes of Spotlight are centered around the importance of investigative 

journalism and the necessity of questioning powerful institutions; and providing voices to 

victims of child sexual abuse. The film takes place between 2001-2002, presenting a world that 

showcases the difficulties in information gathering and awareness of social issues, due to less 

internet prevalence, compared to the film’s year of production. Spotlight takes place during a 

time where investigative journalism was respected and was an avenue for truth finding. 

Released at an important time in history where distrust of the media was growing, Spotlight 

falls into the genre of newsroom drama/crime drama. In this genre Spotlight holds company 

with films such as Zodiac (2007), The Post (2017) and All the President’s Men (1976). 

Spotlight also demonstrates contemporary versions of characters depicted in detective 

novels/films. This includes characters who are outsiders that challenge the status quo. This is 

demonstrated through the characters of Marty Baron (Liev Schreiber) - “an unmarried man of 

Jewish faith who hates baseball” and Mitchell Garabedian (Stanley Tucci), who is an Armenian 

lawyer representing victims of child sexual abuse. These two characters are not native 

Bostonian Catholics which gives them the courage to bring issues related to the church to the 

forefront, despite the political, personal and business consequences they may face by doing so.  

Spotlight is concerned with two main aspects of child sexual abuse. Firstly, the systemic 

corruption that allows these crimes to take place; and secondly, the lack of justice for victims. 

At the heart of child sexual abuse is power imbalance and power that the church holds within 

society. Spotlight shows one of the main factors allowing these crimes to go unnoticed is the 

ability of institutions to cover up abuse by moving priests to new locations or placing them on 

leave. Additionally, there are scenes where characters discuss how the resources of the church 
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allow them to make problems go away by using their extensive team of lawyers to settle out of 

court and have victims sign confidentiality agreements. The film demonstrates top-down 

systemic corruption that facilitates abuse. One scene shows Garabedian discussing with Mike 

Rezendes (Mark Ruffalo) that he was, at times, hindered by the church due to them attacking 

him. The message is powerful institutions whether they be churches, corporations or 

governments can wield their power to suppress the course of justice. The film successfully 

makes an important statement that for justice to be done, a personal or professional sacrifice 

must be made in order to expose corruption and provide voices to victims.  

Where Spotlight received its highest praise was with depictions of victim’s stories. The film 

made statements on the effect class had on the likeliness of victimhood. Sascha Pfeiffer (Rachel 

McAdams) and Rezendes have similar scenes where they interview victims of abuse. The 

commonalities between the two is the absence of a father figure and being in a low-income 

family. This is explained in the film as being a commonality amongst many victims of child 

sexual abuse. However, literature does often dispute these two factors as the leading cause for 

potential victimization but is nonetheless agreed to be a key factor in abuse cases.  

The victims in the films discuss their troubled youth with one victim discussing his 

homosexuality and how a priest was able to use it to groom him. In a 2015 New York Times 

interview with the real-life reporters of the Boston Globe, they stated with regard to 

homosexuality, one of the reasons victims would not come forward in the mid-20th century was 

their belief that performing homosexual acts confirmed they were homosexual. Which was not 

socially acceptable during that period. This caused many victims to remain silent out of fear of 

societal rejection.  All the victims in the movie discuss how the attention given to them and 

their family from the priests – “was like being visited by god”. Once again demonstrating how 

abuse can take place due to the presence of power imbalance, not just from adult to child, but 

in religious figure to worshiper.  
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The film, through its dramatization, creates discourse around what justice in these cases is. In 

some cases, it is enough for the church to provide some acknowledgement of wrongdoing by 

receiving a small sum of compensation but there is a larger issue regarding offenders facing 

punishment. Public scrutiny of victims is one driving factor in lack of court trials. This is briefly 

discussed in the film and shows the need for victim identities to be protected in all sexual abuse 

cases. Another issue present in the law of many countries is statute of limitations. Many child 

victims will never come forward but the ones who do most commonly don’t do so until later 

adulthood. Statute of limitations create a deadline for disclosing trauma which requires reform. 

Another issue is evidentiary requirements. In most cases it becomes two conflicting stories 

with no guarantee to prove the crime took place, even when the stories are credible. The other 

miscarriage of justice tackled in the film is mental health. Many victims turn to drugs/alcohol 

and suicide to escape trauma. Lueger-Schuster et al’s 2014 study found 50% of sampled victims 

suffer from PTSD due to lack of equitable outcomes. Confidentiality agreements and lack of 

justice from the criminal justice system ensure abuse extends from childhood to adulthood with 

little remedy and acknowledgement in courts.  

In conclusion, Spotlight successfully presents an impactful story about the corruption of 

powerful institutions and provides insight into the struggles victims face as a result. The film 

forces the audience to question concepts of justice with regard to how the law handles sexual 

abuse cases and the role everyone needs to play in supporting the pursuit of justice for victims. 

Spotlight infers through its protagonists’ actions and attitudes that institutes of power require 

scrutiny. The film states through its messaging that lack of scrutiny results in the continuation 

of abuse and corruption. Victims are the key aspect to the film’s message and demonstrates the 

need for them to be given a voice and ensure they receive equitable outcomes from justice and 

health systems.   
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